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WAR D  2  CAN D I DAT E S

L I S A  M I D D L E B R O O K  ( I N C U M B E N T )

T H O MAS  B RAD L E Y

Map of Ward 2
Candidates in bold are those that completed the questionnaire . 
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Question 1: What do you believe to be the most 
important role(s) of a member of the Board of 
Alderman?

L ISA  MIDDLEBROOK
The most important role of and Alderman is to work in the best interest of the 
and the ward and City of St . Louis . The Alderman should legislate and pass bills 
that help the city to become better and prosperous .

Question 2: What are your top legislative 
priorities for the city of St. Louis?

L ISA  MIDDLEBROOK
My top legislative priorities for the City of St . Louis includes public safety , 
economic development , and affordable housing . Public safety includes 
increasing the number of police officers and educating residents on what they 
can do to make areas safe for all residents . Economic development is important 
because with it comes investment and jobs for areas throughout the city . 
Affordable housing is important because as safety improves and economic 
development begins , then people will start to want to live in these areas and 
they will need affordable housing . Along with affordable housing we need 
programs that help people who need home improvements who are already 
residents .

Question 3: In what ways will you create 
ongoing feedback and collaboration structures 
between constituents and your office to ensure 
responsive policies, decisions and 
accountability?

L ISA  MIDDLEBROOK
Being transparent is important with constituents is the best way to be held 
accountable for decision that will be made . Being available whether through 
phone conversation , email or appointment face to face is the best way feedback 
with constituents . I also think that it is important to include my Ward with what 
is going on in city government . Therefore , I hold monthly meetings to discuss the 
needs , wants , expectations and realities of the 2nd Ward .
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Question 4: Displacement has taken place in 
countless neighborhoods across the city, with 
the Black population decreasing by 60 percent 
in some of the most severe cases. What do you 
attribute to this decline and if elected how 
would you combat displacement?

L ISA  MIDDLEBROOK
I attribute displacement in African American communities to the lack of 
opportunity , safety , and gentrification . However , I don ’t believe in single ethnic 
communities . We don 't live in a one race world . Displacement can be combated 
by providing affordable housing , jobs , economic development within these 
communities . We must make the communities attractive for people of all races . 
We no longer live in a segregated world and as a result we must have 
communities that reflect our world . Therefore , these neighborhoods must have 
affordable , decent housing , there must be economic growth within these 
communities and jobs need to be available within these communities for all 
ethnicities , races , and genders .

Question 5: Do you support the upcoming city 
ward reduction? What will you do to ensure a 
just and equitable process?

L ISA  MIDDLEBROOK
I do not support the reduction of the Aldermen for the City of St . Louis . There 

are problems within the Northside that a lot of Southside Aldermen do not 

experience . The Northside has been horribly neglected and failed by 

government when it comes to public safety , fair and affordable housing and 

economic development . First the lines must be drawn correctly when and if the 

wards are reduced . It is essential that there is absolute fairness within the 

process of ward reduction . I plan to make sure that the residents are heard 

during this process .

Question 6: What is your stance on the 
privatization of Lambert Airport?
L ISA  MIDDLEBROOK
I don ’t have a stance on the privatization of Lambert Airport . I feel that more 

needs to be known about the pros and the cons of privatization before I can 

make choice on this matter . It is important to educate one ’s self on this matter 

before rushing to make a decision or choice which is what I am doing .
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Question 7: What is your position on the use of TIFs 
and other tax incentives in the city of St. Louis? 

L ISA  MIDDLEBROOK
Tifs and tax incentive encourage development in areas that would otherwise see 

no deveopemnt . I believe that Tifs and tax incentives . Tifs can help to revitalize 

wards that have deteriorated .

Question 8: Do you support the demand to close 
the Medium Security Institute? Please explain.

L ISA  MIDDLEBROOK
No , I do not support the demand to close the Medium Security Institute . 

Changes need to be made , but closing it is not the answer . Closing this 

institution would in my opinion pose a threat to the safety of residents of the 

City of St . Louis .

Question 9: What is your stance on the city/county 
reunification, specifically the plan released by 
Better Together?

L ISA  MIDDLEBROOK
I am still educating myself on the City/County reunification . Therefore , currently 

I do not have a stance on this issue .

Question 10: Did you support Proposition P? 
Why or why not?
L ISA  MIDDLEBROOK
Yes , I support Prop P because this was a proposition for increasing the wages 

for our first responders . We want qualified first responders that want to work in 

this City . Therefore , they should have pay that would be comparable to other 

areas . We have to be competitive with wages if we want workers to come and 

work for the City and stay with the City .

Question 11: Do you support the legalization of 
recreational marijuana? Explain your answer.
L ISA  MIDDLEBROOK
Yes , I support the legalization of recreational marijuana . Legalizing marijuana 

provides increased tax revenue for the City of St . Louis . This money can be used 

to fix infrastructure , hire more first responders such as police and firefighters . 

Money from the sale of marijuana can also help to improve the St . Louis City 

School District .
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Question 12: Do you believe homelessness is an 
issue in St. Louis. If so, what concrete steps will 
you take to alleviate homelessness in the City of 
St. Louis?

L ISA  MIDDLEBROOK
Homelessness in St . Louis is an issue . I believe that we must first address the 

issue of mental health within the homeless community . It is essential to address 

mental health issues in order to start to combat homelessness in the City . We 

must have more money allocated towards assistance with social services and 

homeless shelters .

Question 13: More than 60% of the City’s General Fund 
budget is currently devoted to Public Safety, with the 
vast majority of those funds allotted to police, 
prosecution, and jails. Do you agree with this budget 
allocation? If not, how would your budget priorities 
differ?

L ISA  MIDDLEBROOK
I agree with the City ’s budget allocation . Public safety is essential for the entire 

St . Louis City area . If we are be a city that people want to visit and live in we 

must have a safe city .

Question 14: Given that safe, quality, affordable 
transit is a lifeline for so many city residents, as 
well as the mark of a world-class City, and given 
that federal funding for transit seems to be 
diminishing, how do you think funds from Prop 1 
should be used?

L ISA  MIDDLEBROOK
I believe that Prop 1 funds should be allocated to update the transit system in 

St . Louis . We need a wold-class transit system for the entire city . There are to 

many gaps in the transit system throughout the city that needs to be fixed . We 

need updated routes , buses and the lightrail system needs improvement for 

safety reasons .

Question 15: How do you plan to address 
the issue of crime in the city of St. Louis?
L ISA  MIDDLEBROOK
I plan to work closely with our police force which includes the Chief , Captain , 

Lieutenant , Sergeants and Patrol officers . I believe that it is important that all 

the above positions know the communities in which they serve . It is especially 

important the patrol officers know the residents of the Ward . It is important the 

residents also take responsibility for crime happening in the Ward . Residents 

can do this by reporting issues to 911 or the non-emergency number .
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